TryEngineering Together is a meaningful eMentoring program!

Help Children Get Excited About STEM Before It’s Too Late.

Based on the program’s success, 150 schools and 10,000+ students are waiting to participate.

91% of students LIKED or REALLY LIKED learning engineering

More than 50% of students would like a STEM CAREER

71% felt HIGHLY CONFIDENT in their ability to learn engineering

The project was amazing and I’m starting to like science even more!
—STUDENT

My friends and I worked on the new STEM challenge we had to build a windmill and ours WORKED!!!! We were so happy.
—STUDENT

I enjoyed the articles and some of the engineers I read about are so cool. I would love to invent something that makes the planet better.
—STUDENT

I was able to make a difference in the life of a child, yet it took very little of my time and no time away from the office.
—MENTOR

100% of TEACHERS returned for a 2nd year
100% of SPONSORS returned for a 2nd year

100% of TEACHERS returning for a 2nd year

Teachers and eMentors love it.

Corporate sponsors & their eMentoring teams are needed NOW to help!

Be a part of the solution—learn about TryEngineering Together now:
TryEngineeringTogether.com

TryEngineeringTogether.com

How TryEngineering Together works:

Students and eMentors are matched 1:1

Students and eMentors read STEM articles

Classroom discussions articles and hands-on activities

Students and eMentors exchange letters about experience
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